General conditions
Registration NOWART:
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Any artist from any country can participate.
Sizes of the artworks must be between 20x20cm and 100x100cm; sculptures max h. 100cm.
The work proposed must have been executed by the artist, or the artist must own the copyright.
Any artist can participate with no limitation of age, sex nor nationality. Theme of the exhibition is free and completely open to different styles or techniques. The following medias are
allowed: paintings, sculptures, installations, digital art and photographs.
Works with pornographic, racist or ethical theme will not be admitted. The decision relative
to the acceptability of the artwork will be made exclusively by NOWART.
In the event of rejection of the artwork the Entry fee will be returned to the artist.
The participation cost for the NOWART exhibition in Bergamo is €350+VAT (22%). The
partecipation cost for NOWART exhibition in London is 400+VAT (22%). To take part in
both exhibitions the fee is 700€+VAT(22%). A special participation fee of € 200 + VAT is
provided for students who demonstrate that they are enrolled in an Institute or Art Academy.
Professor Vittorio Sgarbi will be present only at the opening of the Bergamo exhibition.
InArte requires the signed contract to the email info@nowart.it plus a short biography exclusively in word format of max 12 lines, image of the work in jpeg. high resolution (300dpi),
renamed with respective Title, Year of production, technique, size and price.
Deadline for registration is 29.11.2018 for the exhibition in Bergamo, InArte Werkkunst
Gallery, Piazzale Loverini 3, Bergamo, and 24.04.2020 for the exhibition in London at Hoxton Arches Events Limited, Arch 402, Cremer Street, London E2 8HD.

Artist's advantages
9.

Each piece of art registered to the event will be shown at the chosen venue for the duration
of the exhibition with a plaque showing the artist name and will also be published on the
event dedicated NOWART magazine, available from june-july, 2020..
10.
A panel of experts will select the finalists of the exhibition. The chosen artists will be
warned beforehand to be given the opportunity to participate to the award ceremony
scheduled for June 13, 2020 at InArte Werkkunst Gallery, assigning the following
awards:
Bergamo Awards:
Artistic Expert Association Award: Solo exhibition at the venue of InArte WK Gallery in
Bergamo.
Public Award: Participation to the group exhibition Nowart in London.
Journalistic Award: Publication on the bimestrial Art&Culture magazine Art&Art.
London Awards:
Artistic Expert Association Award: Solo exhibition at the venue of InArte WK Gallery in
Bergamo.
Public Award: participation to a institutional group exhibition.
Journalistic Award: Publication on the bimestrial Art&Culture magazine Art&Art.
Young Award: acquisition of the artwork by the gallery.
Focus & Visibility
The diffusion of the event will take place through the press, on daily newspapers and specialized magazines, via internet, on the major portals of art and culture, radio and TV.

11. The artists's names and their biography will be published on the NOWART magazine.
12. Transportation and insurance of the artwork are the artist responsibility, NOWART can assist
in the organization of the transportation and eventually recommend an insurance partner, but
is exempt from any responsibility. The gallery does not deal the damages that can be suffered by the works not properly packaged during the transport, therefore it is essential that
the works are adequately packed, with a protection that prevents any damage during transport; we recommend packing the works with bubble wrap + plywood and / or wooden
boxes.
13. During the exhibition there will be a public vote in which the winner will be chosen for the
Public Award.
14. The winning artists will be inserted and presented on the Nowart website
http://www.nowart.it/english/

15. Each artist that participates in the exhibition will be given a certificate of participation which
can be used as personal advertising and added to a CV.

Selling of the artworks
15. The artist can freely sell the works of art they show at the exhibition, if the work of art is
sold by a NOWART consultant, then 80% of the cost will go to the artist and 20% will be
kept by NOWART. The selling price will be agreed upon with the artist before the exhibition
begins. The artist share will be delivered via bank transfer onto a bank account.
Examinator Commitee
The exhibited works will be submitted to a committee of experts and operators in the sector including:



The staff of InArte, of which Antonello Diodato Guardigli is the Lombard Director of the European Union Experts of Art, Gallery and Merchant of Art.



Stefano Liberati, official consultant at Rome Courthouse and at Italian Republic Public Prosecutor.
He is the President of the European Union of Art Experts.



Loretta Eller, a documentary journalist, she is member of the Scientific-cultural Commission of
European Union Art Experts.

Legal notes
16. With the registration to the event the artist agrees to all terms and conditions.
17. With the inscription the artist declares that they own the copyright for the works they
present.
18. The copyright belongs to the artist, NOWART has the right to publish the works on the website and choose which ones to use for the press.
20.
This agreement is under the jurisdiction of Bergamo.

